
Critial relations of the 2k-rown posetÁdám Kunos, Miklós Maróti, László ZádoriUniversity of Szeged, Szeged, HungaryA set of �nitary operations on a �nite set is alled a lone if it ontains all proje-tions and is losed under superposition (omposition). Clearly, the set of all �nitaryoperations (on a �nite set) is a lone. The largest (with respet to inlusion) lonesthat are smaller than this one are alled maximal lones. I. G. Rosenberg, in a lassialresult, has lassi�ed the maximal lones into six lasses. For �ve of the six lasses ithas been shown that the lones of these lasses are �nitely generated, that is thereis a �nite subset of the lone whih generates the whole lone. (Generating is justadding all the projetions and taking all possible superpositions.) The unsettled lassis the lass of lones ontaining monotone operations of bounded partial orders, that isposets having both least and largest elements. Some partial results have already beenobtained. Monotone lones of at most seven element posets are proven to be �nitelygenerated and so are posets with at least three variable monotone near unamity oper-ations. G. Tardos [1℄ showed that the lone of a partiular eight element poset is not�nitely generated. This was the �rst proof showing a maximal lone to be not �nitelygenerated. L. Zádori [2℄ generalised Tardos's result by desribing all series parallelposets having not �nitely generated lones. No one has found non-�nitely generatedmaximal lones sine, though one may onjeture there are a lot of them. In his proof,Tardos heavily relied on deiding the extendibility of partiular partial funtions be-tween posets. He had to desribe all the so-alled obstales of his eight element poset.The problem is that for other posets, �nding the obstales an get quite di�ult. In-stead of obstales, one might use ritial relations to handle the problem of deiding theextendibility of partial funtions. Critial relations are invariant relations that are not(non-trivial) diret produts and not (non-trivial) intersetions of invariant relationseither. In our talk we desribe the ritial relations of the so-alled rown posets. Thedesription is suprisingly easy ompared to how ompliated obstales an get in thisase.[1℄ G. Tardos, A maximal lone of monotone operations whih is not �nitely gener-ated, Order 3 (1986), 211�218.[2℄ L. Zádori, Series parallel posets with non�nitely generated lones, Order 10(1993), 305�316.
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